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UM PLAYWRIGHT LAUNCHES 'PIAF' ON BROADWAY state + cs +
By Jeff Franjevic 
UM Information Services
(EDITOR'S NOTE: Most of the following interview took place en route to a downtown
Missoula travel agency at 12:30 one Friday afternoon. David Cohen grabbed his flight ticket, 
stamped New York, and we rushed to a nearby restaurant. Later, we wrapped up the interview 
as Cohen guided his car into a University of Montana parking spot a few minutes before 
his lecture on Spanish theatre history and only a couple of hours before he would board a 
jet bound for New York, where he would spend three weeks prepping his play, "Piaf— A 
Remembrance,” for its Broadway debut. At the age of 24, David Cohen moves fast on his feet 
and on his ambitions.)
MISSOULA, Mont.—
Last fall, David M. Cohen finished the first draft of ”Piaf” in New York and headed 
west to join the drama staff at the University of Montana as "playwright in residence."
"This is the first time I've been west of Pittsburgh." Cohen laughs, as he adds:
"I wanted to experience it-to get a real view of what it is like out here."
Cohen, however, would like to do a little re-landscaping "out here" in the area 
of dramatic arts.
Focusing in on the UM drama program Cohen states: "There is incredible potential here. 
There is no reason why Missoula cannot be the center of drama for the Rocky Mountain Region."
Cohen has taken an important step in this direction by helping to initiate a 
playwriting workshop program this summer, which will be conducted by Cohen and two other 
nationally acclaimed playwrights, Janet Neipris and Kevin O'Morrison.
Three world premiere plays, one by each playwright, will be presented at UM during the 
summer session. "This program should be a stimulating experience for writers here,"
Cohen speculates.
-more-
Cohen himself has experienced the stimulation of working as a graduate student under 
award-winning playwright Israel A. Horovitz, who has been the Fanny Hurst Professor of 
Theatre Arts at Brandeis University from 1974 to the present. Cohen refers to Horovitz 
as the most important thing that happened to me at Brandeis. He had a tremendous impact 
on both me and my work.”
Horovitz opened the first door for Cohen in New York by arranging the Off-Off 
Broadway productions of C o h e n’s "Tanglewood" and "Friends Indeed’"
After production of the two one-acts was completed, Cohen stayed in New York, landing 
a job with CBS, writing Bicentennial "minutes" for broadcast.
A few months later Cohen was commissioned to pen "Piaf" for the Broadway stage.
"I had just signed for (writing) ’Piaf,' when I came out here to Montana to interview," 
Cohen said. Somewhat surprisingly, he added, "At that time I had a run-in with the 
producers and if it had come down to a choice between ’Piaf’ and the job here (at UM) I 
would have chosen the Montana job."
Fortunately, Cohen did not have to make the choice and was given a three-to-four-week 
leave from his teaching duties to help his director, cast and crew ready "Piaf" for opening 
night.
Cohen said he would like to stay in Missoula "a couple of years at least," but since
Cohen is on a one yec.r non-renewable contract, that may be one ambition he may never 
realize.
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